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Abstract. We discuss the need of an elaborated in-between stage bridging early vision and cognitive vision which we call ‘Early Cognitive Vision’ (ECV). This stage provides semantically rich, disambiguated and
largely task independent scene representations which can be used in
many contexts. In addition, the ECV stage is important for generalization processes across objects and actions. We exemplify this at a concrete
realisation of an ECV system that has already been used in variety of
application domains.

1

Introduction

The ability of human beings (and highly developed animals) to use vision as a
versatile, precise and reliable source of information for tasks as diverse as pattern
recognition, navigation or object manipulation is, to this day, still unparalleled
and has not been achieved by any artificial system. For example, the simple
action of opening a door involves a combined use of visual and motor abilities
such as object recognition, navigation, grasping and precise manipulation. Considerable progress during the last decades has led to a mature understanding
of the processing of different aspects of visual information (e.g., edge detection,
optic flow, stereo) and to very successful solutions for specific problems such as
object recognition with constrained numbers of classes and in constrained environments. Yet, there is still little understanding of the mechanisms that are
required for designing a multi-purpose vision system such as the one found in
humans.
In many computer vision approaches, visual processing is split into two complementary stages. At the first stage (often called Early Vision (EV)), a collection of image processing algorithms extract features from image sequences. This
has been extensively studied, and these studies led to the design of a variety
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of features that present different invariance qualities (see, e.g., [1, 2]). A second
stage, often called Cognitive Vision (CV), is concerned with processing highlevel visual entities (such as objects and trajectories thereof) to solve complex
tasks, such as planning, navigation and surveillance. One fundamental difficulty
encountered by the vision community is the semantic gap between the visual features produced by early vision, and the high-level concepts required by cognitive
vision.
Today’s mainstream computer vision tends to circumvent this gap by designing systems for specific tasks—with very good results in some cases. One
problem of this approach is that what is learned in the process of solving one
task can generally not be used for solving another—for example, bag-of-features
or bag-of-words approaches (see, e.g., [3]) are very successful representations
for object detection, but not useful for pose estimation. In contrast, complex
cognitive systems need to solve multiple tasks conjointly, such as object recognition, pose estimation, navigation, object manipulation, visual servoing, etc.
Moreover, recent studies [4–6] suggest that combining several processing tasks
in one system can lead to improved performance and that a shared hierarchical
representation of visual features allows for an increase in performance compared
to plain feature-based methods.
In this article, we argue for the design of an elaborated in-between layer,
fitted between Early Vision (where different aspects of visual information are
represented on a pixel level1 ) and Cognitive Vision; we call this layer Early
Cognitive Vision (ECV), and will define it in the following section. The role of
the ECV layer is to provide a rich, symbolic and generic representation of visual
information that can serve to mediate information and feedback between multiple
visual processes. The complexity of the visual entities at the ECV level is lower
than concepts such as objects and their trajectories, but higher than pixel-level
information on local amplitude, optic flow and disparity. In particular, the ECV
level allows for efficient learning for a number of tasks by relating the visual
entities on the ECV level across objects, actions and tasks. This approach is
more general than the usual task solving strategy in mainstream computer vision,
where a minimal representation tailored to the specific task is used. By definition,
the ECV level will process and mediate a lot more information than is strictly
required for solving a single task, as this additional information enables interprocess feedback which is in particular important for learning and generalisation.
We argue that such a level is an essential component of a versatile cognitive
vision system. Our research on the development of a concrete ECV system (which
meanwhile has been used in a number of contexts ranging from cognitive robotics
[10–12] to driver assistance systems [13]) is described in other articles (see, e.g.,
[14–16]). In this article, we will use this system as an example for an ECV system
but we will not describe the system’s implementation in any detail, but rather
discuss the theoretical implications of such an approach.
1

This can, for example, be achieved in a harmonic representation based on a Gaborwavelet like filter (see, e.g., [7, 8] as in the human visual system [9]).
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Fig. 1. Four different image structures and their symbolic representations. We distinguish between four different kinds of local image structures: Homogeneous patches,
edges, junctions and textures. All four structures need to be represented by local symbolic descriptors covering appearance as well as geometric information, both in 2D and
3D.

2

Properties of an Early Cognitive Vision System

In the following, we define eight properties which we find essential for an ECV
system.
Property 1. ECV bridges the gap between EV and CV. The ECV is an
intermediate stage that mediates information between the initial low-level, pixel
based EV stage, and the high-level, symbolic CV stage. This intermediate stage
is important because it provides a semantically rich, disambiguated and hierarchically organized representation of visual information that enables multiple
vision-based cognitive processes to bootstrap each other—as in the human visual
system. Moreover, the ECV layer allows for the modulation and correction of
low-level processes by transferring assumptions from high-level reasoning down
to early image interpretation stages, in what we called ’signal-symbol loops’ (see
below and [17, 18]).
Property 2. ECV is generic and task independent. A cognitive agent has
to solve a variety of vision dependent processes, often simultaneously: object
recognition or categorisation, pose estimation, localisation and map-building,
grasping, manipulation, tool use, etc. It is therefore advantageous for a cognitive
agent to compute a generic scene representation that provides information as required by all common tasks.2 Interestingly, the early stages in the human visual
2

Note that this is in stark contrast with, e.g., the visual system of frogs where task
specific ‘fly-detectors’ are processed in the retina [19] at very early stages of the
processing. This underlines the difference between a cognitive vision system where
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Fig. 2. Different image structures for a given scene. (a) Stereo image pair. (b-c) Different image structures in 3D from two different viewing angles. (d) 3D edge features
denoted by 3D patches with two colors and junctions denoted by green spheres. (e)
3D texlets denoted by red 3D patches.

system devoted to feature extraction (realized in the areas V1 and V2) occupy
much larger areas in the brain than all ‘higher’ stages of visual processing [20];
this shows how important is the extraction of a generic scene representation.
Indeed, one might even argue that the extraction of an efficient visual representation is the key problem of visual perception, and that solving it makes ‘higher
level processes’ solvable with fewer computational resources.
Property 3. ECV provides symbolic and contextually embedded representations. To provide visual information relevant for cognitive processes,
the ECV system extracts condensed information from stereo sequences; this
process realises two important properties (see [14]): First, the high-dimensional
versatility requests complex representations, and simpler, reactive vision systems,
where the speed of response demands simpler connections
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pixel space is decomposed into smaller units requiring fewer dimensions (reduction of bandwidth of information). Second, the predictivity of these dimensions
(for example, for the task of contextual disambiguation, see below) becomes increased. In [21], it has been argued that these two requirements lead naturally to
symbolic local representations where the semantic content of bits of visual information becomes increased. This, in particular, leads to a separation of relevant
aspects of visual information into largely independent dimensions; for example,
distinguishing appearance and geometric information as outlined in Fig. 1. As a
consequence, the actual dimensions used in the representation relate to explicit
and (e.g., geometrically) interpretable properties of visual information. Moreover, they become embedded into contextual relations (such as normal distance,
coplanarity, cocolority and rigid body motion—see Fig. 3 for an illustration)
which also exhibit a high degree of semantic content (e.g., the formalisation of
the change of local descriptors under a rigid body motion or the angle between
surfaces or contours). Note that this leads to fundamental differences to concepts such as SIFT features [1] (in which textural descriptors are formed by
histograms) where different aspects of visual information stay scrambled and
undistinguished.3
The different type of structures handled by the ECV layer are illustrated in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The semantic content is very different for the different kinds of
structures: Homogeneous patches in 2D do not carry any geometric information
since neither reliable point nor orientation information can be extracted. The
appearance information only contains a mean color and eventually some weak
gradient information (possibly useful for shape from shading computation). A
reasonable 3D representation of a homogeneous patch is a 3D surface patch [22,
23]. For edges, an orientation can be reliably computed as well as a position on
a one-dimensional manifold (aperture problem). The color information needs to
be coded depending on the orientation as well as the local signal structure (e.g.,
line versus step-edge) which can be characterized by the local phase [24, 25]. An
appropriate representation of the 3D geometry is a local 3D line segment with
position and 3D orientation information. Junctions are intersections of edges
and have a complex 2D geometry covering the intersection point as well as half–
lines extending from it. Because of this complexity, a large degree of ambiguity
can be expected in the computation of the junction parameters and it is unlikely
that reliable enough appearance information for any practical use can be computed. The complex geometry extends to the 3D domain where an important
distinction is whether the lines intersecting in 2D also intersect in 3D. Texture
is characterized by an intrinsic complexity which is difficult to characterize in
2D. This complexity, however, allows for the computation of reliable correspondences for stereo and optic flow processing. A reasonable 3D interpretation is a
3D surface patch, which in contrast to homogeneous patches, can be computed
3

There is no doubt that SIFT-like descriptors are very useful for finding correspondences but they are more or less useless for analysing what is actually going on in
a local image structure and to make this knowledge in some way explicit for higher
level processes.
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Fig. 3. Sample relations between edge primitives and their illustration on an example.
(a) Normal distance. (b) Cocolority. (c) Rigid body motion (d) Coplanarity. (ef ) Image and the 3D primitives of a sample object. A selected primitive is shown
magnified. (g) All primitives that have a normal distance less than 1.5 cm to the
selected primitive. (h) All primitives that are cocolor with the selected primitive. (i)
All primitives that are coplanar with the selected primitive.

reliably by stereo correspondence. However, also irregular structures (e.g., trees)
in 3D create 2D textures. Hence, a 3D representation of the geometric information probably also requires at least two different descriptors (surface patch and
irregular structure). The descriptors used in our system are exemplified in Fig. 2.
Property 4. ECV disambiguates visual information. It is known that local
processes extracting image information in all domains (edge and junction detection, stereo, optic flow, etc.) face a high degree of uncertainty due to various
reasons ranging from the actual noise in the recording process (due to factors
such as low contrast and motion blur) to fundamental problems such as the correspondence problem in stereo and optic flow computation. It is evident that by
local processing, these ambiguities in general cannot be resolved. However, by
means of the contextual embedding, the inherent ambiguity of locally extracted
information (in particular dominant on the level of EV, see, e.g., [26]) becomes
reduced in the ECV system. For example, in Fig. 6, 3D information for edge
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and junction descriptors extracted from stereo (b) is compared to a temporally
disambiguated representation (c).
More specifically, the contextual embedding is based on two kinds of tobe-distinguished regularities, namely deterministic and probabilistic regularities
[27]. While deterministic regularities are relatively easy to formulate analytically
(e.g., basic laws of Euclidean geometry), statistical regularities express probabilistic relations between visual events (corresponding to the well-known Gestalt
laws, see, e.g., [28–30]). The increased predictivity of the local descriptors in
combination with the contextual relations based on these two regularities allow
for the utilisation of the high degree of redundancy in visual data to substitute
unreliable locally extracted information by contextually verified information.

Property 5. ECV represents 2D and 3D aspects as well as their contexts
in a hierarchical congruent way. The condensation of local information in
2D and 3D takes place for four different kinds of image structures that coexist in natural images: textured areas, junctions, edges and homogeneous image
patches (see Fig. 1 and 2). This differentiation comes naturally from the different
semantic contents in the 2D image domain as well as the underlying 3D spatial
domain corresponding to these different structures (a first investigation of the
dependency between 2D image structures and underlying depth information can
be found at [23, 31–33]). As a consequence, for the representation of these image
structures, different kinds of local symbolic descriptors are required (as outlined
in Fig. 1) which are engaged in rather different contexts and embeddings to the
same or the other kinds of structural descriptors (in Fig. 5, these contexts are
represented by arrows, the circular one denoting the context between the same
kind of symbolic descriptor).
For example, to describe the change of a junction under a rigid body motion,
essentially the movement of a point needs to be represented while the rigid body
motion of an edge segment needs to take the aperture problem [34] into account.
In addition, edges and junctions can have a very different role for motion estimation (for a detailed discussion see, e.g., [13, 35, 36]) in terms of strength,
frequency of occurrence and precision. Firstly, point correspondences give much
stronger constraints than edge correspondences (see, e.g., [36]). Secondly, the
frequency of occurrence of edges in natural scenes [37] is much higher than the
frequency of occurrence of reliable point features. Thirdly, edges can be localized
with high precision due to the redundancy in the intrinsically one dimensional
signal structure. Moreover, the global embedding of these descriptors into spatially extended units (required for more global relational reasoning processes) is
very different for different kinds of descriptors. For example, edge-primitives are
embedded in contours while texlets are usually embedded in surfaces and junctions are natural end-points of contours. In Fig. 5, this is indicated by the second
box around the different descriptors. As a consequence, in our ECV approach,
the visual scene representation for the different image structures (see Fig. 1 and
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Fig. 2) and their associated contexts (Fig. 4 exemplifies the edge context) differs
depending on the local signal structure4 .
Disambiguation is realized by feedforward processes, feedback processes across
levels as well as processes that reach down to modulate EV processes. While feedforward processes lead to higher levels of abstraction (e.g., grouping of local edge
primitives into 2D and 3D contours, see Fig. 4), feedback processes across levels
of representation stabilise and disambiguate information on the same (symbolic)
level (for example in Fig. 6, the accumulation of edge and junction primitives
based on motion information is demonstrated [40]). Moreover, global reasoning
on higher level symbolic entities can be used to disambiguate early visual processes by re-translating the disambiguated symbolic information into the signal
domain and merging it with the EV information. Due to this transition of symbolic information to the signal–level, this process has been called ‘Signal-Symbol
Loop’ [17, 18]. To realise these kinds of processes, the ECV system possesses hierarchical congruency, i.e., it allows for a controlled (and reversible) mapping
between the different levels of abstraction (e.g., local versus global, 2D versus
3D, symbolic versus signal based).
Property 6. ECV reflects the bias/variance dilemma. It is known that
complex learning tasks cannot be solved without including a certain degree of
bias in the representations. This somehow frustrating insight was summarized
in the so-called Bias/Variance Dilemma [41]: Although large degrees of freedom
in the actual learning algorithm would lead to a principal ability to deal with
any kind of learning problem, the actual data and amount of learning cycles
required to allow for a suitable generalisation is beyond any reasonable limits.
Hence, a careful selection of prior knowledge, guided by the genetically coded
structures in the human visual system, is a crucial part of the ECV system. In
our system, this concerns in particular the design of the local feature descriptors
(as discussed above) as well as the contextual relations utilised. Interestingly,
there are indications that competences based on deterministic regularities are
likely to correspond to innate structures in the brain, whereas competences based
on statistical regularities, significant learning during the first year of human
development plays a crucial role (for a more detailed discussion, see [27, 42]).

3

Discussion

Fundamentally, computer vision is all about recovering information about a 3D
world using 2D image information. In the early days, much effort concentrated
on vision systems able to localise in 2D images objects characterized by known
3D contour models [43–45], to interpret 3D scenes in terms of domain knowledge
[46], etc. While the geometric reasoning, in principle, is straightforward, these
systems did not prevail, largely because it proved difficult to reliably extract
4

In our system, this is done by making use of the concept of the intrinsic dimensionality of the local image signal [38] which is an extension of the so-called ‘Harris
operator’ [39].
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Fig. 4. Hierarchy of the ECV system in the edge domain and its temporal embedding:
The hierarchy in the visual representation. (a) Stereo image pair, (b) Filter responses,
(c) 2D primitives, (d) 2D contours, (e) 3D primitives, (f ) 3D contours.

object contours from natural images. Arguably, the representations they used
were too far removed from the available visual stimulus.
With the introduction of appearance-based methods, this gap was effectively
closed by bringing the model description all the way down to the image level.
This resulted in breakthroughs in a number of important computer vision applications, such as object detection, recognition and tracking. The problem of
identifying specific object instances, even under clutter and illumination variations, is widely considered a solved problem. Therefore, the community has
moved to object categories and the detection and segmentation of arbitrary instances of these categories. Progress in this area is traced in recent years by the
Visual Object Classes (VOC) challenges organised by the European PASCAL
network of excellence and its successor [47]. Current computer vision research
appears to be dominated by modern evolutions of appearance-based methods
that rely on local features and their statistics together with powerful techniques
for statistical machine learning (see any contributions to contemporary PASCAL
VOC Challenges). Some methods use various degrees of spatial (part-based models, constellation models) [48, 49] or conceptual structure (probabilistic latent
semantic analysis, latent Dirichlet allocation) [50, 51].
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Fig. 5. The four different kinds of image structures are represented by four different
symbolic descriptors which themselves are embedded in different kinds of contexts as
well as of more global structures. For example, edge primitives are embedded in contours (embedding into more global structure). Moreover, junctions are natural endings
of contours (denoted by the arrow between junctions and contours) and contours are
the boundaries for surfaces (embedding into different kinds of contexts).

While the VOC Challenges showcase remarkable progress, they also highlight
what we consider a fundamental shortcoming of current know-how in computer
vision with respect to real-world visual tasks: Vision problems—involving 2D
projections of a structured 3D world—are addressed using methods that remain
entirely in 2D and do not capture the 3D nature of the scene. Moreover, most
methods capture very little structure at all, which is unsurprising since the original 3D structure is generally much simpler than its 2D projection—a single
3D structure can give rise to a variety of distinct 2D structures under different
projections. In the VOC Challenges, this results in consistently low performance
on objects that are better described by structure than by appearance such as
furniture, bottles, and potted plants [52]. Thus, modern methods have lost their
structural, representational power.
To build more general vision systems, the representational gap between the
2D image array and 3D structure must be bridged, a problem that has been
mostly overlooked by modern computer vision research [53]. The ECV system
we propose represents one step in this direction by providing a richly structured,
3D representation at an intermediate level of abstraction, situated between the
pixel and the semantic levels.
Vision research has been influenced substantially by David Marr’s paradigm
[54]. One of Marr’s main contributions was to combine the findings and the
theories of his time from neurophysiology, psychology and artificial intelligence
into a coherent and complete vision theory. As Marr’s approach, the design
of our ECV system is motivated and guided by knowledge about the human
visual system in several aspects. Firstly, the visual modalities represented in the
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(c)

Fig. 6. Disambiguation by temporal accumulation of 3D edge and junction descriptors.
(a) left input image (b) 3D reconstruction from stereo (c) accumulated representation
after 72 frames.

different dimensions of the local descriptors (orientation, phase, stereo and optic
flow in a harmonic representation [8] and a loosely coupled color representation)
are motivated by the visual features processed in the areas of V1 as well as
their organization in terms of hyper-columns [55]. Secondly, this feature space
has a large degree of hard-coded structure in terms of local feature extraction
[56] as well as deterministic regularities [27] corresponding to well-documented
innate structures in the human visual system (for a more in-depth discussion
see [27, 42]). Thirdly, the EV and ECV layers constitute a hierarchy in analogy
to the human visual system where abstraction of information and extent of
supporting region are increased, whereas ambiguity is decreased upwards the
visual pathway [20], this culminates into the integrated, robust representation
of knowledge required by higher cognitive functions.
A major difference to Marr’s approach is that ECV explicitly account for
the ambiguity of visual information at early stages and uses of disambiguation
processes to arrive at more reliable information at higher levels. The complexity
of the processes involved is huge. Today, we can make use of a large body of work
of the computer vision community addressing sub-aspects of such a representational hierarchy (e.g., processing of visual modalities such as stereo and optic
flow, reliable parametrisation of extraction of 3D entities of different complexity,
etc.). Forty years ago, Marr’s paradigm was simply not realisable. However, new
insights in computational theory and efficient algorithms that have been developed for early vision processes as well as the increased computational power
(also supported by special hardware such as GPUs [57]) allow for the realisation
of processes with a complexity as required in the ECV system; hence, we suggest
that Marr’s ideas should be revisited under the light of developments in vision
research during the last 40 years.
Another important aspect, ECV provides a natural interface for ‘Vision for
Action’. Above, we emphasized that the ECV representation is task independent.
As it is the general visual front-end, it also needs to be rich enough to support
the full set of CV tasks to be addressed by humans. When performing a ‘task’,
the cognitive agent will receive continuous visual feedback about its own doing.
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Thus, the ECV system not only has to support different tasks but it also has
to be able to dynamically react within such a feedback loop. At the cognitive
top level, tasks can often be defined and represented in a very abstract way
(like phrasing a task as a sentence). The actual execution of any such task will,
however, usually require to visually analyse multiple aspects of the scene, like the
relations of visual entities in 3D (pointing to object relations), or the patterns
in which certain entities move, etc. Most of the time, such a multi-factorial
analysis has to be performed in parallel at the same time. Thus, the agent needs
to have access to a rich representation, which allows access to such different
aspects, while at the same time, the representation needs to be condensed to a
degree which makes processing efficient. Both—richness and condensation—are
fundamental attributes of the ECV representation as described above. Hence,
ECV can form an ideal interface to allow for vision for action. Not surprisingly,
many of the applications of our ECV system are linked to robot actions (see,
e.g., [10, 11, 58, 59])
Our concrete implementation of an ECV vision system [14–16] is one attempt
at the design of an ECV system that has demonstrated its usefulness in a number
of applications (see, e.g., [10–13]. We are currently in the process of making
this system accessible to the community5 . However, there are still significant
gaps to be filled to arrive at a complete ECV system such as a full integration
of all descriptors and their relations. Also, although, for some steps, real-time
processing has already been achieved [60], significant work has to be done until
the full complexity of the system is realised in a sufficient frame-rate.
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